AGENDA

Independence City Commission
March 15, 2018 (Special Meeting)
Veterans Room Memorial Hall

I.
II.

5:30 PM

Call To Order
Items For Commission Action
A. Executive Session – Personnel Matters Of

Nonelected Personnel – (Mayor Caflisch
Requested)
B. Consider Proposal For Community Based Strategic

Planning
Documents:
RCA - COMMUNITY STRATEGIC PLAN-CONSULTANT 2018
PROPOSAL.PDF
C. Consider Discussing City Hall And Public Safety

Facilities Project And Providing Future Direction
D. Consider Discussing Replacement Policy For Fire

Protection Apparatus
Documents:
RCA - REPLACEMENT OF LADDER TRUCK.PDF
E. Consider Discussing Options For Providing Future

Fire/EMS Services To The Residents Of
Independence (Mayor Caflisch Requested)
F. Consider Discussing 2016 Financial Audit And

Request Of Auditors To Meet Individually With
City Commissioners Prior To Public Presentation
On March 22, 2018 (Mayor Caflisch Requested)
G. Consider Discussing FY2019 Budget Preparation

Schedule (Mayor Caflisch Requested)

City Commissioners Prior To Public Presentation
On March 22, 2018 (Mayor Caflisch Requested)
G. Consider Discussing FY2019 Budget Preparation

Schedule (Mayor Caflisch Requested)
III.

Adjournment

REQUEST FOR COMMISSION ACTION
CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
March 15, 2018
Department

Administration

Director Approval

Craig Whitehead

AGENDA ITEM Consideration to accept a consulting proposal from Tanner, LLC to
complete a Community-based Strategic Plan for the City of Independence.
SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION

City Staff recommends approval.

BACKGROUND City Commission members and City staff have been discussing the need to
complete a “Community-based Strategic Planning” process. Strategic thinking and planning is
one of the most critical elements of public management. The planning process, therefore, should
involve citizens in developing the community plan. For our stakeholders, the strategic plan is
their roadmap to the future they will envision; this is what a Community-Based Strategic Plan
accomplishes.
Also, the presence of a vision and long-term goals that have been endorsed in a community-wide
strategic plan can facilitate the budget process and make the necessary and difficult funding
decisions clearer and more defensible.
Since we need to begin the process around the first of April, which includes the appointment and
organization of an Advisory Committee of nine members, staff did not have time to seek and
evaluate formal proposals through a request for qualification (RFQ) process. Recently, however
staff and City Commission members discussed this at our planning session, which was led by
Dan Griffiths of Tanner, LLC, as well as a follow up discussion at the March 8 City Commission
meeting. After reviewing several examples of plans developed by Tanner, LLC, the City
Commission asked staff to get a proposal from them.
BUDGET IMPACT There would no impact on the operating budget; staff recommends using
funds from the Economic Development and Transportation Fund (Fund 06). The consultant’s
fees for the Community-Based Strategic Planning Services are as follows:
Fees for services as described will not exceed:
Estimated out-of-pocket travel costs:

$ 17,000
4,250

Total Costs:

$ 21,250

SUGGESTED MOTION
I move to accept the proposal from Tanner, LLC to complete a
Community-Based Strategic Plan for the City of Independence.
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

Proposal from Tanner, Inc.

Independence, Kansas

Community-Based Strategic Plan

DIFFERENT FIRM.
DIFFERENT EXPERIENCE.

STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR INDEPENDENCE, KANSAS
PREPARED FOR:

INDEPENDENCE, KANSAS
ATTN: Craig Whitehead

SUBMITTED BY:

TANNER LLC
Dan Griffiths, Strategy and Leadership Partner
Key Bank Tower at City Creek
36 South State Street, Suite 600
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-1400
Telephone: +1.801.532.7444
March 12, 2018
Dear Craig,
Thank you for the opportunity to prepare a proposal for Independence. We truly believe that a community-based strategic
planning process can be a powerful way of aligning elected officials, staff, and other stakeholders around a unified vision for the
future.
Local governments face the same challenges as large corporations and small businesses: How do we focus scarce resources on what
matters most? How do we engage our stakeholders in alignment with a unified vision of what matters most? Many corporations
hire independent strategic planning facilitators to assist them because they understand that reaching the highest levels of clarity
and innovation through an internal effort requires an external enabler. We commend you for considering engagement with a firm
or individual to co-develop an effective strategic plan for Independence.
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RESOURCES & CAPABILITIES
Tanner LLC has an impeccable record of quality and an entire practice area devoted exclusively to strategic planning and leadership.
We have deep national and international firm experience and expertise, and nearly 70% of our executive team (Managers, Senior
Managers, and Partners) have been with national or international firms. Tanner is recognized for their exceptional management
team, technical talent, and a reputation for quality and reasonable fees.

WE WILL EXCEED YOUR EXPECTATIONS
1. Our process is fun, dynamic, innovative and sustainable. Making decisions is easy, implementing them and maintaining
momentum is the biggest challenge in developing a Strategic Plan. Because our facilitated process involves 6 ‘adult teaching
& learning methods’, not only are we developing a strategic plan, but we are enabling and empowering you so that
implementation is effective and sustainable. Our Strategic Planning process will empower your management team to make
decisions, particularly in the face of individual pressure or an unknown or adverse political climate. When critical decisions
arise, you will be able to use the strategic plan to put decisions into context and make recommendations that are reasonable
and prudent with a long-term focus.
2. Our skills and expertise are unmatched. Strategic planning steps around the world are fundamentally similar. What makes
them unique are the individuals who facilitate them. Each of our consultants are practitioners, not scholars. Each have
vast experience in public, private and international settings, and each are dynamic and are highly-sought after. We also
understand that what we say and do in a public forum reflects on you as well as us. The work we perform is carefully crafted
for success in this type of environment.
3. You will get a custom project, to meet the City’s unique issues and circumstances. We take the time to work with you and
your staff, and elected officials to better understand their challenges and concerns. In every community, some things are
going well and others are not. Opinions and personal experiences are valued and integrated into the Strategic Planning
process. The result is a carefully crafted ‘living’ Strategic Plan document.

OUR COMMITMENT
We are committed to exceeding your expectations and to being on time, within our stated budget, and to providing expert
resources without utilizing any subcontractors. I will be the primary designee for this project. I look forward to speaking with
you in the days ahead.
Sincerely,

Dan Griffiths, Partner, Strategic Planning

Tanner LLC
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QUALIFICATIONS
BACKGROUND ON TANNER LLC
Founded in 1940, over the past 75 years, Tanner LLC has grown into one of the largest and most successful professional services
firms in the country. In response to a growing need, six years ago Tanner began providing insightful solutions for municipalities
throughout the United States.
Tanner is well positioned to facilitate a comprehensive strategic planning effort resulting in a three-year strategic plan that is
consistent with Independence’s mission, strategic initiatives, and citizen needs. Tanner has engaged in recent strategic planning
projects with Baytown, TX, Geneva, IL, West Jordan, UT South Ogden, UT Grand Junction, CO and many communities
around the country. We know your issues and your opportunities!

TEAM CREDENTIALS
Key personnel that will be utilized with no sub-consultants:
Dan Griffiths, onsite Project Partner will
serve as the project manager and principal
point of contact. He will be directly
involved in helping you design a process
that meets your needs as well as facilitating
many of the planning sessions. Dan has
deep experience in facilitating strategic
planning retreats and focus groups. Dan
is also fluent in all aspects of Spanish and
will facilitate meetings in that language if
needed.

Mackey Smith, Senior Consultant will help
with analysis and deliverable development and
some of the work with the advisory committee
and community stakeholders. Mackey has
strong analytical skills and background and a
love for local government. He and Dan will be
the primary individuals assigned to the project.

RELEVANT SKILLS
Dan Griffiths
• Project Manager
• Process Design
• Strategic Alignment
• Graphic Facilitation
• Complete Spanish Fluency

Tanner LLC

Mackey Smith
• Strategic Support
• Data Analysis
• Planning and Metrics
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DAN GRIFFITHS

36 S. State Street, Suite 600
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
dgriffiths@tannerco.com
(801.787.0371)
www.linkedin.com/in/dangriffithscpa/
STRATEGY AND LEADERSHIP PARTNER – LEADERSHIP SOLUTIONS PRACTICE
Partner over Strategic Planning in a strategy and leadership practice in a firm with 130 Employees. 13 years of experience serving
public & private organizations. Demonstrated talents and expertise:
• Strategic Planning
• Municipal Government
• Workshop Facilitation

• Team Building & Training
• Budgeting and Performance Metrics
• Planning and Budgeting

• Organizational Development
• Financial and Performance Audits
• Metrics Driven Goal Setting

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS - KEY EXPERIENCES
Strategic Planning & Meeting Facilitation
Worked with clients ranging from private business to municipal government to develop and implement organization-wide
strategic plans. For municipal government, this included a particular emphasis on community-based strategic planning.
Facilitated strategic planning sessions with stakeholder groups, executive management and departments.
Financial Management & Strategy
Worked with a private equity firm to build a solid portfolio of private business holdings. Responsible for all aspects of financial
management and strategy including strategic planning facilitation, implementation of key performance metrics and accountability
for business leaders and department heads.
Financial & Performance Auditing
Worked with a variety of public and private clients in performing financial and performance audits. Gained a solid understanding
of accounting principles and practices as well as operational best practices.
EDUCATION AND TRAINING
• Certified Strategic Planning Facilitator and Leadership Development Instructor, Business Learning Institute, Towson,
Maryland 2012
• Certified Public Accountant, CPA (2006), Certified Global Management Accountant CGMA (2012), American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants, 2012
• Masters of Science (MS) in Accountancy, with High Honors, Bachelors of Science (B.S.) in Accounting, Summa Cum
Laude, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 2005
HONORS & AWARDS
• In 2015, Dan was recognized as one of Utah’s Forty Under 40 business leaders
• 2015 AICPA Outstanding Young CPA Awarded to one CPA under the age of 40 each year
• Outstanding CPA in Business and Management, Utah Association of CPAs, August 2011
• Outstanding Council Chair, Utah Association of CPAs, August 2009
• Student Achievement Award, Federation of Schools of Accountancy, Brigham Young University, May 2005
OTHER ACTIVITIES
• Chair of the West Jordan City Strategic Planning Advisory Committee, West Jordan, UT, 2012-2013
• Chair of the West Jordan City Budget Committee, West Jordan, UT, 2011-2013
• Utah’s Elected Member of AICPA Council, American Institute of CPAs, 2013 – 2016
• Board Member, Utah State Board of Education, 2013 – 2014
• Board Member, American Institute of CPAs, 2016 – Current
Tanner LLC
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MACKEY SMITH

36 S. State Street, Suite 600
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
msmith@tannerco.com
(818.565.9335)
SENIOR STRATEGY ASSOCIATE – LEADERSHIP SOLUTIONS PRACTICE
Senior Associate of Strategy & Leadership in a strategic planning practice in a firm with 130 Employees. 5 years of experience
serving public & private organizations. Demonstrated talents:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic Planning
Project Management
Team Building & Training
Data Analytics
Metrics Driven Goal Setting
Workshop Facilitation

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS - KEY EXPERIENCES
Strategic & Project Management
Worked as internal consultant for the largest retailer in The United States. Led in presentations and discussions on necessary
budget allocation and improvements to supply chains.
Stakeholder Facilitation
Directed discussions between corporate management and suppliers on viability of partnership. Assisted in building consensus
that allowed blue-collar factory to remain in operation.
Compliance & Environmental Auditing
Worked with multiple companies and departments in private sector on compliance to federal and state laws regarding waste
management. Analyzed data to forecast future impacts.
EDUCATION AND TRAINING
• Bachelors of Science (BS) in Strategic Management, Summa Cum Laude, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 2017
HONORS & AWARDS
• 2017-2018 President of BYU Strategy Society
OTHER ACTIVITIES
• Member of the Greater Avenues Community Council, Salt Lake City
• Middle School Show Choir Artistic Director, LAUSD

Tanner LLC
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PROJECT APPROACH
SCOPE
Our approach to strategic planning assumes that you know more about your community than we will ever know. We are there
as experts in the process of developing a strategic plan. Ultimately, the content of that plan is yours. Our process is designed to
draw out the best thinking of residents, elected officials, and staff to develop an actionable plan with buy-in for execution.
Here is an anticipated outline of our approach:
1. Meet with Advisory Committee – Decision-makers will appoint a small independent committee of citizens to work with
our team in carrying out the strategic planning process (typically referred to as the Strategic Planning Advisory Council
or SPAC) and developing the strategic plan. The City Commission and key City Staff will remain very involved in the
process, but the independent committee will provide vital citizen perspective and ensure an element of independence
(both real and perceived). We will meet with the SPAC to plan the outreach. (April)
2. Community Dialogue Sessions – We will work with the SPAC to plan and conduct a series of community dialogue
sessions with citizens, staff and key stakeholders. We may also supplement these sessions with focus groups or interviews
with key stakeholders. (May)
3. Survey – Development and distribution of a community survey soliciting input from citizens and other stakeholders.
(May)
4. Synthesis of Stakeholder Input – We will synthesize the input from the dialogue sessions and surveys to allow the
advisory committee to more easily digest that input. (June)
5. Strategic Plan Framework – Work hand-in-hand with the advisory committee, to distill input into the key focus areas
within the strategic plan. We will review priorities and begin drafting the Strategic Plan. This will involve a facilitated
meeting with SPAC. (July)
6. Strategic Plan Deliverable – Develop a concise strategic plan document that identifies key strategic focus areas and
highlights critical initiatives within each area including goals and key performance criteria. (August)
7. Communicate Strategic Plan to City – Present Strategic Plan final deliverable to City Commission, and other invited
stakeholders. (September)
As described above, this process is expected to take a total of approximately 5 months start to finish. For example, if we start
in April, we would anticipate completion by September. The length of time will be dependent upon how quickly the advisory
committee can be assembled and availability of staff and elected officials. To meet this timeline, it is critical that we meet with
the SPAC in April to design the community outreach that will take place in May.
This plan involves the community directly in providing input to and developing the strategic plan. This approach offers a
number of key benefits:
Longevity – Because a community-based process engages community stakeholders, it is much more likely that it will
survive the current city Commission. Strategic planning efforts that center around the views of just elected officials or
staff tend to fade much more quickly than those that truly engage people throughout the community.
Political Sensitivities – It can often be very difficult for elected officials to take a public stand about priorities for
resource allocation. A community-based planning process takes the heat off of the elected body by engaging members
of the community. Done right, it provides elected bodies with the power to say “yes” to things that the community has
identified as critical and “no” to the good things that fall outside the scope of those critical focus areas.
Staff Empowerment – Because the plan is developed through a community-based process and has a greater likelihood
of continuing beyond the terms of the current elected body, staff can feel empowered to take the plan seriously and truly
focus on the key strategic directives it contains. They are less inclined to think that the plan is simply the flavor of the
day that will change when current elected officials turn over.
Tanner LLC
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FEES
Community-Based Strategic Planning Services

Fees

Fees for services as described will not exceed:

$17,000

Estimated out-of-pocket travel costs:

$ 4,250

Total Costs:

$21,250

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
If other services are desired, we would be delighted to provide them at our standard rates. Additional services would be reviewed
and approved (including estimated fees and out-of-pocket costs) by you in advance of services being performed.

SAMPLE WALL GRAPHICS

Tanner LLC
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SAMPLE WALL GRAPHICS — CONTINUED

Tanner LLC
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SUMMARY OF THREE COMPARABLE PROJECTS
BAYTOWN, TEXAS
Tanner facilitated a multi-month community-based strategic planning endeavor for Baytown, Texas, a Houston Suburb with
approximately 75,000 residents. Since the community had never embarked upon such an initiative, Tanner provided a detailed
schedule and methodology to the elected body and worked primarily with the strategic planning advisory committee and
staff to chart out and identify methodologies used for gathering extensive public feedback. Tanner facilitated all public events,
administered a comprehensive community survey, conducted community dialogue sessions and other stakeholder meetings,
synthesized all data and assisted the committee in identifying key strategic directives and initiatives. Tanner composed all findings,
data, and other plan elements into a report and presented it to the governing body for ratification. Beyond this, Tanner worked
with city department heads to develop an implementation plan which included the identification of specific initiatives and
outcome metrics. This plan was also submitted to the elected body for its approval.
SARATOGA SPRINGS, UTAH
Tanner facilitated a community-based strategic planning initiative, very similar in scope to the Baytown project. We utilized
similar methodologies to deliver a community-based plan to the city’s governing body. Unlike the Baytown engagement, we were
not asked to facilitate the creation of an implementation plan. Saratoga Springs is a Salt Lake City Suburb similar in size to the
City of Independence; therefore, the entire planning process was relatively short in comparison to the 13-month process utilized
for Baytown.
CENTRAL CITY, COLORADO
We were engaged to assist Central City, a small community in Colorado with a strategic planning process. Throughout their
history, the City’s revenues have followed a boom and bust cycle (most recently, a bust), so it was particularly critical to ensure
that they created a set of priorities that they could afford given the limited available resources. Working closely with the elected
body, Staff, and key stakeholders in the community, we drafted a 5-year strategic plan that has been adopted by the elected body.
We would be delighted to provide sample deliverables if that would be useful.

Tanner LLC
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REFERENCES
CLIENT SATISFACTION – REFERENCES

Bryce Haderlie (Strategic Planning)
City of Cottonwood Heights
1265 E. Fort Union Blvd. Suite 250
Cottonwood Heights, Utah 84047
801.944.7000

Natalie Gochnour (Strategic Planning)
University of Utah
Kem C. Gardner Policy Institute
1655 Campus Center Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84112
801.509.1198

Mark Christensen (Strategic Planning)
City of Saratoga Springs
1307 North Commerce Drive, Suite 200
Saratoga Springs, UT 84045
801.766.9793, Ext. 111

Rick Davis (Strategic Planning) City of Baytown
2401 Market Street
Baytown, TX 77522
(281) 420-6500

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Tanner LLC and our employees have no conflicts of interest, nor do we have any working relationships that may be perceived by
disinterested parties as a conflict of interest.

Tanner LLC
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REQUEST FOR COMMISSION ACTION
CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
March 15, 2018
Department

Fire-EMS

AGENDA ITEM

Director Approval

Shawn Wallis

Purpose – Direction and timing of replacement of 1993 75’ ladder truck.

BACKGROUND Current ladder truck was purchased in 1993 with a normal life span of 20
years, which our ladder exceeds by 5 years. The City has been faced with increased repairs over
the years, and today we are faced with the need for engine work at an estimated cost of $20,000.
Due to the age of the truck, we have also seen its reliability decrease at incidents with operational
difficulties and failures. The last capital investment in fire apparatus equipment for the Fire
Department was 16 years ago in 2002 for a pumper.

JUSTIFICATIONS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS & RISKS
1. Safety to firefighters and citizens
2. Property conservation / Economic impact
a. Cost of replacement
b. Jobs
3. Dependability / Reliability
4. Useful Life
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS & RISKS
Analysis Variables & Assumption:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5% annual inflation on cost of equipment
20-year equipment useful life span
Static Lease/Purchase rate @ 3.5%
Lease/Purchase term @ 50% remaining useful life (New & Used)
Discount rate @ 1%
Analysis scope 20 years
$50k Terminal Value of equipment @ 20 years

Purchase Options:
NEW

USED

1.

$970k – 2018 Demo 95’ Aerial

1.

$550k – 2008 100’ Aerial (10 Yrs)

2.

$1.1m – 2018 New 95’ Aerial

2.

$550k – 2005 100’ Aerial (13 Yrs)

3.

$225k – 2006 90’ Aerial (12 Yrs)

4.

$360k – 2007 100’ Aerial (11 Yrs)

5.

$165k – 1999 95’ Aerial (19 Yrs)

Cash Purchase Analysis:
NEW
PURCHASE
YEAR PURCHASE
AGE OF UNIT
REMAINING USEFUL LIFE
TERMINAL VALUE
TOTAL NET CASH OUTLAY
NPV CASH OUTLAY

NEW vs USED
DIFF NET CASH OUTLAY
DIFF NPV CASH OUTLAY

970,000
2018
0
20
50,000
920,000
919,419

PURCHASE #1
YEAR PURCHASE
AGE OF UNIT
REMAINING USEFUL LIFE
TERMINAL VALUE
TOTAL NET CASH OUTLAY

550,000
2018
10
10
50,000
500,000

COMBINED USED CASH
NPV COMBINED OUTLAY

1,345,892
1,261,322

PURCHASE #1
YEAR PURCHASE
AGE OF UNIT
REMAINING USEFUL LIFE
TERMINAL VALUE
TOTAL L/P PAYMENTS
TOTAL NET CASH OUTLAY

550,000
2018
10
10
50,000
609,074
559,074

COMBINED USED CASH
NPV COMBINED OUTLAY

1,501,191
1,376,800

USED
PURCHASE #2
YEAR PURCHASE
AGE OF UNIT
REMAINING USEFUL LIFE
TERMINAL VALUE
TOTAL NET CASH OUTLAY

895,892
2028
10
10
50,000
845,892

USED
PURCHASE #2
YEAR PURCHASE
AGE OF UNIT
REMAINING USEFUL LIFE
TERMINAL VALUE
TOTAL L/P PAYMENTS
TOTAL NET CASH OUTLAY

895,892
2028
10
10
50,000
992,117
942,117

425,892
341,903

Lease/Purchase Analysis:
NEW
PURCHASE
YEAR PURCHASE
AGE OF UNIT
REMAINING USEFUL LIFE
TERMINAL VALUE
TOTAL L/P PAYMENTS
TOTAL NET CASH OUTLAY
NPV CASH OUTLAY

NEW vs USED
DIFF NET CASH OUTLAY
DIFF NPV CASH OUTLAY

970,000
2018
0
20
50,000
1,166,341
1,116,341
1,063,700

384,850
313,100

BUSINESSES & STRUCTURES The following is a partial list of community businesses and
structures that require aerial fire truck response:
1. Downtown Commercial District
2. Montgomery County Courthouse and Judicial Center
3. Textron-Cessna
4. Walmart
5. Strip Mall
6. Curtis Levine Enterprises (Old Kmart Bldg)
7. ICC West
8. Hugo Industries
9. Hugo Storage
10. Matcor
11. Hackney
12. Fed Ex
13. SCA
14. Car Dealerships (Quality Motors, Romans, Quality Toyota)
15. Body Shops (Dave’s, Quality, Phil’s)
16. Standard Motors
17. Nursing Homes
18. Assisted Living Facilities
19. Pheasant Point Apartments
20. Garden Walk 10th Street Apartments
21. Churches (Presbyterian, Catholic Church, Methodist, Baptist, Assembly of God,
Lutheran, and others)
22. Eisenhower
23. Jefferson
24. High School
25. Middle School
26. Lutheran
27. Catholic School
28. Recreation Center
29. Fitness Center
30. Restaurants
31. Penn Terrace
32. Penn Manor
33. Booth Hotel
34. Memorial Hall
35. Auto Parts (Auto Zone, O’Reilly, Independence Automotive)
36. Motels (Appletree, Comfort Inn, Super 8, Best Western, Microtel, and others)
37. Numerous Multi-story Residences
38. City Hall (1916 & Building D)
39. Old Washington School

